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Frequently Asked Questions And Answers 

  

   ZWCAD is ZWSOFT's flagship product. It meets the needs of a broad base of target groups in 2D/3D 

design industries, and has 180,000 users throughout the world. ZWCAD is the leading brand in China's 

CAD industry, and it competes successfully in over 80 other countries. 
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1. General Product Information  

1.1: What are the main advantages of ZWCAD?   

   ZWCAD highlight:  

 Unrivaled Compatibility with AutoCAD®  

 Productivity Features 

 Affordable price 

 Easy to use 

 Abundant APIs 

1.2:  What are the main features and benefits of ZWCAD 2011 version?  

 Productivity Breakthrough  

Parametric drawing will radically redefine the way you design in 2D by significantly 

improving accuracy and reducing editing time.  

  Effective and Efficient Tools  

With a plethora of new drawing functions such as Table, Field, Mleader, PDF Plotter, 

and Solprof, you’ll be able to create drawings much faster and with more precision.  

  Better User Experience  

Enhanced tools such as Snap, Refedit, Raster Image, Dimension Break, and Online 

Help, refine your user experience and make your designing process much more 

comfortable.  

  Optimized Application Programming Interfaces  

A wide range of API improvements, including new classes for UI in ZRX and a batch of 

new visual LISP functions, greatly simplify migration. 

1.3: What are the differences between ZWCAD Standard version and ZWCAD 

Professional version?  
 ZWCAD Standard version provides the powerful functions for 2D drafting, besides                              

the common functions, it also includes the express tools, customization settings, LISP and 

SDS (equivalent to ADS). With all the features that ZWCAD Standard version has, the 



 

 

Professional version also offers a simple 3D solid modeling environment (3D ACIS) and the 

Microsoft Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) development environment.  

1.4: Is an academic version of ZWCAD available? 
Yes, ZWSOFT is glad to provide an academic version of ZWCAD at low cost. The academic 

version has the same set of powerful features as the regular retail version of ZWCAD 

Professional. The academic version is offered at a discount to the staff and students of 

accredited academic institutions; it is not meant for commercial use. To purchase licenses 

of the academic version of ZWCAD, please contact the local partner nearest your school, or 

contact us directly at sales@zwcad.com. 

1.5: Can I develop my own applications with ZWCAD? Can I run AutoLISP 

programs directly in ZWCAD? 

Yes, ZWCAD includes several APIs for developing applications of your own: LISP (similar to 

AutoLISP), VBA, SDS (similar to ADS) and ZRX (similar to ARX). In addition, most AutoLISP 

applications can be run by ZWCAD with just little or no modification. 

1.6: What file formats can I use with ZWCAD 2011? 
ZWCAD 2011 opens and saves drawings in the following formats: DWG, DXF, DWF, and 

DWT. In addition, the software can export drawings in the following raster and vector 

formats: BMP, WMF, SVG, DWF, EPS, PDF, and SAT. 

 

2. Pricing and How To Buy 

2.1: Can I try ZWCAD 2011 software before I buy it? 
Yes, you can try it out by downloading or requesting the ZWCAD 2011 software trial   

version. This fully functioning version of ZWCAD 2011 is available as a free 30-day trial. You 

can order the trial CD from our local partner or simply download the fully functioning trial 

version at http://www.zwcad.org/download.php.  

 2.2: Are there any limitations about the trial version of ZWCAD?  

   The ZWCAD trial version offers 30 days’ evaluation of all functions in ZWCAD. During the 

first 30 days, there are no limitations. But after the evaluation period, three functions are 

limited: (1) Export function is disabled; (2) plots have watermark (3) users cannot save 

drawings with more than 8,000 entities; (4) Save to DXF format file is disabled ;(5) Publish to 

DWF format file is disabled. All other functions remain. 

 To continue using ZWCAD without these limitations, you can purchase a permanent license 

through one of our local partners or contact our sales sales@zwcad.com .  

2.3: I am interested about ZWCAD; Can I have quotation or proposal?  
 Prices may vary by country and the local partner. You can send emails to our local partners 
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here: http://www.zwcad.org/ask_price.php or you can contact us via sales@zwcad.com .And 

they will provide more details as soon as possible.  

3. Platform and System Requirements  

3.1: Does ZWCAD support Windows 7? What are the system requirements 

for ZWCAD?  

Generally, ZWCAD works well under “Windows XP/ Windows 2003 / Windows Vista 

/Windows 7” systems either 32 bit or 64 bit. Besides, in order to run more smoothly and fast 

on Windows Vista and Window 7, we recommend you use the higher version of ZWCAD such 

as ZWCAD 2009i, ZWCAD 2010, ZWCAD 2011.  

And ZWCAD does not support Linux and Mac operating systems at present.  

The minimum system requirements for ZWCAD are as follows:  

Processor: Pentium Ⅲ 800 MHz or advanced  

RAM: 512 MB (recommended)  

Video: 1024 x 768 VGA with True Color (minimum)  

3.2: Can ZWCAD support DWG 2010 format?  

Yes. ZWCAD offers DWG file format support, so it can open, edit, and save any existing DWG 

file generated by AutoCAD® from version 2.5 to 2012 without conversion or data lose. 

3.3: Does ZWCAD 2011 software support 64-bit operating systems? 
Yes, ZWCAD 2011 can be installed on 64-bit operating systems and ZWCAD 2011 runs 

smoothly on 64-bit operation systems. 

4. Licensing  

4.1: I am using a dongle to activate ZWCAD, but I want to change for soft 

license in case of losing the dongle, what can I do?  

You can contact our salesman (sales@zwcad.com ) and they will provide you the details 

about how to do that.  

4.2: How to move activation code from one computer to the other?  

If the license is already activated on one computer, but you want to change to other 

computer for some reasons, you need to return this license on your original computer first, 

and then activate it on the other computer.  

4.3: Why we need to return license?  
Once the license is already activated, ZWCAD License Center knows it has been used. This 

license needs to be returned to ZWCAD License Center first if you want to activate it on any 
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other computer. (For the stand-alone license code, one copy means one license, for the 

network license code, one node means one license. Each license stands one set of ZWCAD.) 

The license may be lost because of such kinds of operations: reinstalling operation system or 

replacing hardware. So please return the license in License Manager dialog box before, and 

then activate again after doing these operations. 

 

5. Service and Support  

5.1: Do you have any local distributors/resellers/sellers in my region?  

ZWCAD today has dealers and resellers in more than 80 countries and regions all over the 

world. Some local reseller may offer more discounts and value added technical support & 

service. You can fill your information and questions here: 

http://www.zwcad.org/support_request.php.  

After that, they will contact you as soon as possible.  

5.2:  Does ZWCAD offer localized version?  

Yes. There are more than 180,000 customers in about 80 different countries using ZWCAD. 

In order to help our customers design with ZWCAD more conveniently, we are preparing for 

more and more local versions. Now, these versions are available: English, Japanese, Polish, 

Czech, Spanish, German, Korean, Italian, Russian, Traditional Chinese, Turkish, French, 

Portuguese, and Hungarian which can be downloaded in our official website 

www.zwsoft.com. 

.    

5.3:  I am new to CAD software, do you have any teaching materials?  
We offer a lot of useful information for you to master ZWCAD, such as the help 

documentation in ZWCAD, the teaching movie, the FAQ, the technical tips and so on. You 

can also get more information from our knowledge base  

(http://www.zwsoft.com/en/index.php?m=content&c=index&a=lists&catid=10) 

and forum (http://classic.zwcad.org/Forum/default.asp).   
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